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Abstract
Integral and time-differential Moessbauer spectra taking account of hetastable atomic states
are calculated properly. The results are consistent with the calculations by Hamermesh which are
applicable to a system having no metastable atomic state.
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t
Recently some workers are interested in the study of unusual metastable atomic or chemical
configurations of the占血pie atom by'Mbessba.uer erhission spbctroscopjr (see [1二5]., for・由は軸le) i
Their results are well explained by assuming some metastable states'with- lifetimes comparAble ttt
the life of the Moessbauer nuclear state. In these cases, owing to interference between the transitions
of metastable atomic and nuclear states, it is not reasonable to assume that the spectrum consists
of a superposition of some isolated Lorentzians or time-differential lines. In order to analyze the
experimental data correctly, it is important to introduce a Moessbauerspectrum by taking account
of the interference.
Kankeleit [6] calculated the integral and time- differential spectra influenced by metastable
atomic states using a simple model, which involves four states and a decay by two transitions, as
shown in Fig.l.
Fig.l Decay scheme of Moessbauer state. N and A mean the ground state
of a nucleus and atom, respectively. Thesymbol * indicates an excited state
of the nucleus or atom. Energies of the 3-1 and 4-2 transitions are Eo and
Eo+D, respectively. F and y represent decay rates of the nuclear and
atomic system, respectively.
Upon reexamining the calculations, we find some incorrect procedures in the formulation which
results in inconsistency with the results by Hamermesh [7] for a system with no metastable state.
The amplitude of a gamma quantum can be written by help of the step function
e(t)- :吾oo
12 I
(1)
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aS `
a(t,T)-exp (i(E,+D+よr/2)t) [eit)- e(t-T)] +exp (i(E。+ir/2)t)d(t-T).
(2)
Here Tis the time at which the excited atomic state decays and i is the imaginary unit. Theampli-
tude of the gamma quantum at energy E becomes then
a(E,T)二子:exp(-iET)a(t, T)dt
i (E-Eo-D) + r/21-exp { -i(E-Eo-D)T+TT/2}¥
i(E-Eo)T+ FT/2
i(E-E。)+ r/2
Using Eq.(3), we obtain the emission spectrum,
W(E-E,) -
r+27.
Il+ γ　(E-E。r+(r/2y
l
T+ γ　(E-E。-D)2+ (r/2+ γ)2
2(r+γ)γ
d*+ (r+γ)2
(E-EoYE-Eo + D)- F/2 (T/2+ r)
(E-Eォy+ ( r/2y(E-E,y+(. r/2 + r)2
(3)
(4)
where N is the normalization factor. When we use a single lineabsorber of width F and of effective
thickness 」 , an incident quantum with energy between E and E+dE has the following probability
to pass through the absorber :
exp卜 tsr/iy(E-^)2+ (r/2)2dE,
where Eo'is the transition energy of the absorber, and we ignore non-resonant absorption. The
transmission spectrum is then described by
M(y)- ∫W(E-Eo)exp　-e-Eo -vy+ (r/2)zdE, (5)
where V is a Doppler velocity applied tor the absorber. Taking the energy as the deviation fromi?/,
we obtain
・(V)-I: W(E二d)去xp 「 (E-vy+(r/2)つdE・
-3　-
(6)
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where d - E。-E。'is the isoraer shift of the source nucleus of which atomic system is at theground
state. We can perform the intergration in Eq. (6) analytically when the absorber is thin enough to
neglect the terms higher than ti蝣The result is
M(V)- 1 -右P<V)-　　　　　　　　　　　　　蝣(7)
where the first term comes from the non-absorbed gamma quanta, andP(V) shows theMoessbauer
spectrum which is described as
P(V)- r+r v+r2
1
+ (v-d)'+ (r+r.y
γ　　　　[(r+ γ~)V2+ (2r+ γ)Dv-r(r+ γ)2]
D:+(r+ γ　　　　　　(v+ro[v+(r+ γ)2]
(8)
The first and second terms of Eq.(8) correspond to the transition 3-1 and 4-2, respectively, in Fig.l.
The transition 4-2 has the effective width 2 ( F+ γ) instead~of 2 r.I The last term comes from
interfCsrence of these two transitions.
We try to calculate a time-differential Moessbauer spectrum in the following way. The energy
spectrum of gamma rays is changed by passing through a thin resonance absorber of the line-width
F, and then the amplitude a(E, T) is modulated as follows [7] :
a'(E, T, V) -expi U r/4E Eo -V-ir/2a (E, T).　　　　　　　　　　　　(9)
BytheinverseFouriertransformation,wecanobtaintheamplitudeofthetransmissiongamma
rayatatimeとas
a'(t,T,V)-去子:exp(iEt)a>(E,T,V)dE.(10)
WecanperformthisintegrationbyasimilarwayasdescribedinAppendixofRef.[7],orbyusing
theLaplacetransformation.Theresultis,when0≦T≦i
a'{t,T,V)-exp(-rt/2)i¥¥
n=。II-2(V-
TIT宗D)tJn((tart)-)
-　exp(-i(V-d-D)T)ト
-exp (-i(V-d)T) [-i
2(V-d-D)(t-T)
(t.r(t-D)1
2 (V-dXt-T)
(tar (t-T))1'
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]てJn((tar (t-r))1/2)
(ll)
'I'. 1くobatfashi an【いく　Kukunlu-Ll ・
2(V-d-D)t
ォ=o "-　(t.rtv
and when Tj>t
a'(t,T, V)- exp( n/2)亘ハ[-iJ" JnCCt. rO"1).　(ll)'
Here Jn ((」 Fi)l/2) istheBesselfunction ofordern. Wecan write Eqs. (ll) and (ll)'in more
simple forms by using a function, C(亡,の, defined as
C(」, V)-封i2Vtu. rt)1/2j" jn((.ta r ty/2).
Then Eqs. (ll) and (ll)'become
a'(t,T,V)- exp(-rt/2){C(t, V-d-D)
-exp(-」(V-d-D)T) C(t-T. V-d-D)
+exp(- i(V-d)T) C(卜T, V-d)
whenO≦T≦t, and
a'(t,T, V)-exp(-Tt/2)C(t, V-d-IJ)
(12)′
(13)
(13)I
when T>㌫Here C¥t,V) represents the complex conjugate (c.c.) of C(t,V). The time-differential
spectrum at the detector is given by
cO
Kt,v)-∫. γexp(-rT)つal(t,T,V) 2dT
-exp (-Ft) C(t,V-d-D)
・exp (-Tと)foγexp(-γT)
?、?
exp(-iDT)C(t-T, V-d)
C(t, V-d-D){exp(i(V-d-JD)T) C(卜T, V-d-D)
- exp(i(y-d)T)C(t-T,V-a)トc.c.~¥dT.(14)
For extreme values of γ Eqs..(8) and (14) approach'to reasonable forms. That is, ¥yhen γ・-0,
p(V)-一宇(v-d-D)2+r2
and
lit.V)-exp上rt) c(t,v-d-D)
and when j′　→ ∞
P(V)--t.r
4　　(V-d)2+ rl
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(15)
(16)
: (is)'
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ut.v)-exp(-r.t),¥c(t,v-d)
and
(16)'
These agree well with the results of Hamermesh [7], which are applicable to a system having no
metastable atomic state.
r=o.5 r
′
hYtL<,I
I
,ど
0.5
′＼
i.0
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y=i.o r
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Fig.2 Integral and time-differenti年1 spectra. d- 0 and ta- 0.1. In theintegral
l
spectrum, each term in Eq. (8) is indicated by a dashed line.
We show the results of the numerical calculations of Eqs.(8) and (14) in Fig.2 for the cases
that」。-0.1,d-0,Z>-5F, γ-0.2T,0.5r and T, and T t-0.5, 1, and 1.5.・ When we
estimate the value of Eq. (14), we use the series
C(t,V) - exp(i(Vt +寺詳))
03
-I[*
u. rol/2
2Vt <1.
(.t. rty
I Vtyjn^t.n^y
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(17)
(18)
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Equation (17) converges more rapidly than Eq. (12) when Eq. (18) is satisfied [7]. Evaluation., of-
Eq. (14) is performed by disregarding the factor exp (.- F t ). In the integralspectra, eachconsists
of two Loreritzians and a relatively small interference term. Accordin畠Iy, in an experimental
situation, it is difficult to make clear the effect of metastable atomic states'in the integral spectrum.
In the time-differential spectra, we can see clearly that the peaks shift towards V- 0 fro血D/r,
particularly in the case of large γ　The peaks are not sometimes noticed at V- 0 and/or at D/r
owing to the oscillating feature of the time-filtering spectrum [8-10]. Nu血erical integration of
Eq. (14) in regard to t from'O to 10/T gives agoodagreement with Eq. (8). Even in cases where
such a simple model is applicable, a high speed computer is indispensablein order to analyze experi-
mental spectra.
The general treatment applicable to complex cases, involving more complicated combinations
of metastable nuclear and atomic states with different populations and lifetimes, hyperfme interac-
tions, etc., can be developed as an extension of the present work.
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